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A beautiful Belleek Thorn Pattern cup A beautiful Belleek Thorn Pattern cup A beautiful Belleek Thorn Pattern cup A beautiful Belleek Thorn Pattern cup –––– in interesting colours of deep blue/green and gold... but how  in interesting colours of deep blue/green and gold... but how  in interesting colours of deep blue/green and gold... but how  in interesting colours of deep blue/green and gold... but how 
many of you have noticed or fully understand the significancmany of you have noticed or fully understand the significancmany of you have noticed or fully understand the significancmany of you have noticed or fully understand the significance of the marks?  Yes, the First Period Belleek e of the marks?  Yes, the First Period Belleek e of the marks?  Yes, the First Period Belleek e of the marks?  Yes, the First Period Belleek 
Mark is pretty clear, as is the impressed Registration Diamond Mark is pretty clear, as is the impressed Registration Diamond Mark is pretty clear, as is the impressed Registration Diamond Mark is pretty clear, as is the impressed Registration Diamond –––– but there is another marking, one often  but there is another marking, one often  but there is another marking, one often  but there is another marking, one often 
overlooked and seldom understood overlooked and seldom understood overlooked and seldom understood overlooked and seldom understood –––– it is that little number “23”.  What does it mean?  This Newsletter  it is that little number “23”.  What does it mean?  This Newsletter  it is that little number “23”.  What does it mean?  This Newsletter  it is that little number “23”.  What does it mean?  This Newsletter 
hhhhas the results of a research project that has been carried out by a Group member to find out… the plot as the results of a research project that has been carried out by a Group member to find out… the plot as the results of a research project that has been carried out by a Group member to find out… the plot as the results of a research project that has been carried out by a Group member to find out… the plot 

thickens, now read on.thickens, now read on.thickens, now read on.thickens, now read on.    
    

                            ---- Chris Marvell Chris Marvell Chris Marvell Chris Marvell    
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Contacts:Contacts:Contacts:Contacts:    
 
Chris Marvell has taken over (at least temporarily) from Gina Kelland as the Newsletter compiler, so please let him have your 
contributions, comments, suggestions, letters for publication, criticisms etc.  We’re sure that Gina wouldn’t mind if you still sent 
material to her   If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance or enclose the details of the 
publisher so Chris can ask for permission Chris’s email: editor@belleek.org.uk 
 
 
Chris Marvell also publishes the Newsletter, and he and Bev Marvell distribute it.   He is also setting up a database which will form 
the Group’s archive, keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not 
published in the Newsletter). 
 
Jan Golaszewski’s email chairman@belleek.org.uk 
 
 
Our Treasurer, Simon Whitlock can be contacted by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk and the Group’s Administrator, Bev Marvell at 
administrator@belleek.org.uk. 
 
Our website is administered by Simon and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/.  
 
 

CreditsCreditsCreditsCredits    
 
Photographs:   Chris Marvell, Bev Marvell, David Reynolds, Paul Ewings and Eddie Murphy  
Articles by:    Bev Marvell, David Reynolds, Eddie and Linda Murphy, Tony Fox and Chris Marvell. 
 
Thanks to members who have helped in many ways, and for their contributions and encouraging comments. 
 
 

Forthcoming EventsForthcoming EventsForthcoming EventsForthcoming Events    
 
17/18 April 2004, Isle of Wight and Portsmouth.   Pat and Brian Russell will host our spring meeting, to include a visit to Osborne 
House on the Isle of Wight. 
 
10/11 July 2004, Amersham.   AGM weekend to be hosted by the Chiltern Chapter. 
 
16/17 October 2004, Hull, East Yorkshire.   Hosted by Tracy & Paddy McKee. 
 
As always, members will receive notification and details of meetings 2-4 weeks before the actual meeting in question. 
 

Future PlansFuture PlansFuture PlansFuture Plans    
 
December 2004, Wilmslow.   Hosted by Chris & David Reynolds. 
 
March 2005, Wirral, Merseyside.   Hosted by Sheila & Graham Houghton. 
 
July 2005, Fleet, Hampshire.   Hosted by Maire & Francis Kiddle. 
 
October 2005, Derbyshire.   Group’s 50th meeting, to be arranged by the Committee. 
 
 

Newsletter DeadlinesNewsletter DeadlinesNewsletter DeadlinesNewsletter Deadlines    
 
(Spring 2004:  Deadline 20th March, Publication 7th April, Spring Meeting 17th/18th April) 
Summer 2004: Deadline 12th June, Publication 3rd July, Summer Meeting 10th/11th July 
Autumn 2004: Deadline 18th September, Publication 9th October, Autumn Meeting 16th/17th October. 
 

mailto:editor@belleek.org.uk
mailto:chairman@belleek.org.uk
mailto:treasurer@belleek.org.uk
mailto:administrator@belleek.org.uk
http://www.belleek.org.uk/
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Your NewsletterYour NewsletterYour NewsletterYour Newsletter    
This is the first Newsletter of 2004 and I hope it contains a balanced mix of articles on Belleek, the Group’s Social Events, News and 
other items of interest.  As I’m sure Jan would tell anyone who asked, it’s not an easy job collecting material together for the 
Newsletter - and this comment (I can assure you) still applies!  The problem, in a nutshell, is to guarantee a continual stream of 
material for the three Newsletters a year which the Group is now committed to.   At the moment, the Group is benefiting from a 
renaissance of true research into all aspects of Belleek: we have had excellent work by Brian Russell, Dawn Brett and now Beverly 
Marvell – this all builds on previous work done by Neville Maguire, Tony Fox and Charles Easthope (and valuable contributions from 
many others).  
 
The Group’s social events are always highly enjoyable and holding the meetings in different venues ensures that interest is 
maintained.  So I don’t have much of a problem, then?  Well, I need to build on this position of success and what I would really 
welcome is a lot more contributions from different Group members and also contributions from the large Belleek collectors 
community outside the UK group.  We have a very dedicated and enthusiastic core of contributors but it would be really nice to get 
some input from a wider circle. 
 
And remember, I’m new to the job of compiling the Newsletter so take pity on me and send your contribution! 
 

                            ---- Chris Marvell Chris Marvell Chris Marvell Chris Marvell    
    

News from the World of CeramicsNews from the World of CeramicsNews from the World of CeramicsNews from the World of Ceramics    
 

Poole Pottery 
 

Last year, we reported the success of Poole Pottery:  Last year, we reported the success of Poole Pottery:  Last year, we reported the success of Poole Pottery:  Last year, we reported the success of Poole Pottery:      
 
“The Pottery has over 1 million visitors a year (it is in a tourist area and by the sea) 
and intends with this expansion to become the biggest gift shopping experience in the 
South of England.   Also up to £3 million is being invested into a new factory in 
Poole, where new technology and equipment is being installed.  This seems amazing 
news when so many other pottery factories are suffering in the economic climate.” 
 
Unfortunately this success was short-lived and Poole Pottery collapsed in June 
2003 – this was not however the end of the story… 
 
130 years of history ends ... Poole Pottery goes in to Liquidation  
 
Throughout June (2003) we have seen articles appearing in the Press breaking the News that 
the Poole Pottery has collapsed. Here ae some of the articles we have found; 
POOLE POTTERY FACES COLLAPSE 
Poole Pottery, the world famous company based in Poole has 4 months in which to find a buyer 
after it was placed in administration today (4/06/03). The company which is on the verge of 
collapse, was taken over by Orb Estates in 1999, who then relocated the company away from its 
historic home on Poole Quay so that it could redevelop the site. Orb Estates is itself at the centre 
of winding up order which is due to be heard shortly at the High Court. (Visit 
www.thisisdorset.co.uk) 
 
"Poole Pottery in Administration"  (10 June 2003) T he Daily Mail  
 
POOLE Pottery, maker of distinctive ceramics for 130 years, has been put into administration 
after a 'cash flow problem'. Nearly 90 jobs are at stake. Founded in 1873, it was acquired in 
1999 by Orb Estates. It lost 1.3m pounds pre-tax in 2001. Despite this, directors recommended 
an 8m pounds dividend* to Orb. 
 
"Geller's powers fail for Poole Pottery (Andrew Lea ch, Mail on 
Sunday, 15 June 2003)"  
 
THE distinctive dolphin logo is familiar to pottery collectors the world over. Its plates, saucers and cups adorn kitchen cupboards throughout the land.  
 
 
But only two years after its controversial owner took an 8 pound million dividend* from the company and despite the efforts of psychic Uri Geller in 
designing some of its products, Poole Pottery is in the hands of the administrator. The company, which takes its name from the Dorset resort where it is 
based, has run up sevenfigure debts after sales growth failed to match spending on new equipment and a logo redesign.  
 
Administrators hope to find a buyer for the business. Without one, 130 years of history will end. The company was founded in 1873 when builder's 

http://www.thisisdorset.co.uk/
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merchant Jesse Carter bought a nearderelict pottery in the town, just south of a large deposit of clay.  
Originally known for producing tiles and mosaic flooring, the business spread its wings when Jesse's sons 
Charles and Owen took over in 1901.  
The factory's output in the Twenties and Thirties established Poole's reputation. Its two-colour tableware, known 
as Twintone, became the basis for future ranges. Glassmaker Pilkington bought the company in 1964 but let the 
business go to a management buyout in 1992.  
 
The pottery is a top tourist attraction, but the future of this proud name - and the company's 88 employees - is in 
the balance. Its troubles are the latest problem for owner Orb Estates, a secretive Jersey-based investment 
company under investigation by the Serious Fraud Office. Orb bought Poole Pottery in 1999, attracted by the 
development potential of its quayside site. A year later it sold the site for 14.5 million pounds to one of its own 
subsidiaries for redevelopment. But according to Poole Pottery's last filed accounts, Orb took out an 8 million 
pound dividend, plunging the business - which had already lost 1.3 million pounds in the year to June 2001 - 9.3 
million pounds into the red. Accounts for the latest financial year are overdue.  
 

After Orb sold the quayside site, the pottery operation was relocated in the town, 
but it is believed to have spent heavily on new equipment and the new logo, 
below. A ceramics industry  
expert said the company's products had also lost their way in recent years, 
despite commissioning designs from celebrities including chef Anthony Worrall 
Thompson, restaurateur Aldo Zilli and Geller. The pottery also had a series of 
unpaid bills. 
 
Stephen Swaden of administrator Leonard Curtis & Co said: 'To solve a cashflow 
problem, Poole Pottery is in need of an injection of funds that is simply not 
available within the [Orb] group.  
 
Administration will provide this company with protection from creditors and allow 
time to find new owners.' Orb faces a winding-up application in the High Court 
from software company Izodia, where it was a major 
shareholder. Izodia took action against Orb over the 
disappearance of 33 million, transferred to Orb 
subsidiaries. The Serious Fraud Office raided Orb's 
offices in December. The SFO confirmed to Financial Mail 
that inquiries into the missing funds were continuing. 
Orb's attempt to redevelop the former Poole Pottery 
quayside site with shops and luxury apartments collapsed 
last week. Administrators were appointed to Orb 
subsidiaries Poole Developments and Dolphin Quay 
Developments just days after builder Taylor Woodrow 
walked off the site, claiming it had not been paid for work.  
 
Orb is believed to be trying to raise cash by selling 
assets, including a collection of hotels. But any asset 
sales will be too late to help Poole Pottery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Daily Mail articles copyright 2003 Associated 
Newspapers Ltd 
 
Collections of Poole Pottery ... pictures 
taken from the book Ceramics for the 
Home  
 
 
 
 

But there’s still hope:But there’s still hope:But there’s still hope:But there’s still hope:    
 
 
The latest news (March 2004) is as given in this 
report in the “Antiques Trade Gazette”, shown on 
the right: 
 
So there is still hope for a successful future for a 
very interesting pottery. 
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Royal Doulton 
 

This from “The Scotsman” 26th March 2004This from “The Scotsman” 26th March 2004This from “The Scotsman” 26th March 2004This from “The Scotsman” 26th March 2004    
 

Unions' Anger as Royal Doulton Axes 500 Jobs  
 

By Matthew Cooper, PA News  

Union officials today attacked a decision by pottery firm Royal Doulton to shed more than 500 jobs by closing its last major 

manufacturing site in Stoke-on-Trent. 
 

The leader of the Ceramic and Allied Trades Union (CATU) said he was disgusted at the announcement, made in a statement to the 

Stock Exchange. 
 

Royal Doulton said its Nile Street factory in Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, would close by mid-2005 after “staged” redundancies affecting 
525 workers. 

 
Meanwhile, a new 20,000-sq ft factory and visitor centre will be set up in Festival Park, Stoke-on-Trent, to make limited edition and 

high value Minton and Royal Doulton brands. 
 

CATU General Secretary Geoff Bagnall said workers at Nile Street – about 50 of whom are expected to be transferred to Festival 
Park – felt a mixture of anger and sadness at the cuts. 

 
“The decision is an appalling one for the city and most importantly for the workers,” Mr Bagnall said. 

 
The union leader attributed the cuts to incompetent management, adding: “The real problem with the company is not the workers or 

the product, but the management – it’s a classic situation of lions led by donkeys. 
 

“It has not come as a surprise to the workers because they realise how badly this company has been managed.” 
 

In its statement, Royal Doulton said it was seeking to strengthen gross margin and reduce overhead. 
 

The statement read: “Approximately 525 manufacturing employees, representing circa 17% of the group’s worldwide workforce, will 
be made redundant in stages prior to mid-2005.” 

 
The Nile Street plant will be sold to St Modwen Developments for £2.5m and a share of the profits made by the property group at 

the site. 
 

The statement continued: “These supply chain changes are expected to assist the group in restoring profitability by reducing product 
direct cost further and reducing related production overhead, which will ensure Royal Doulton improves its competitiveness.” 

 
 

Royal Doulton PLC published the following statement (26th March 2004): 
 

“Further Restructuring, Proposed new factory and visitor centre, Disposal of Nile Street premises 

 In line with the strategy previously announced of seeking further efficiencies in the Group with a view to strengthening gross margin and reducing 
overhead, Royal Doulton today announces plans to develop a new factory and visitor centre in Festival Park, Stoke-on-Trent.  Heads of terms have 
been received from Stoke-on-Trent Regeneration, subject to planning permission, for the development of a leasehold facility of up to 20,000 square 
feet which will be devoted to making limited edition and high value product under the Minton and Royal Doulton brands.  This facility is expected to 
be operational in mid 2005 at a cost of up to £1m. 

The existing manufacturing facility at Nile Street, Stoke-on-Trent will close in 2005.  Production of high value items will be transferred to the new 
purpose built premises planned for Festival Park and the balance will be transferred overseas.  As a result approximately 525 manufacturing 
employees  (representing c.17% of the group’s worldwide workforce) will be made redundant in stages prior to mid 2005, with the remainder of 
circa 50 expected to transfer to the new facility.  The cash cost of redundancies and related closure items is expected to be circa £5m.” 

This message was received from Eddie and Linda Murphy:This message was received from Eddie and Linda Murphy:This message was received from Eddie and Linda Murphy:This message was received from Eddie and Linda Murphy:    
 
“Dear all, I am sad to inform you that Royal Doulton is to close its doors in Stoke-upon-Trent in about 15 months time. 
A once great name in this city, the Burslem plant was the first site for Doulton in this city and is now going to be the last, 
as all the others have now closed.  There is a petition up and running to take the word “Royal” off them if they do leave - 
also on this sad day Aynsley are making 33 redundant - another sad loss.  The Doulton plant is closing because they are 
making the ware abroad - inferior but cheaper.  Let’s hope they can sleep at night. Sorry if I have bored you all, but 
feelings are low in the pottery industry.” 
 
Eddie and Linda 
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The StokeThe StokeThe StokeThe Stoke----onononon----Trent WeekendTrent WeekendTrent WeekendTrent Weekend 
 
It finally came 
Saturday morning!  
Belleekers came from 
far and wide for a spot 
of lunch and to view 
our collection. 
 
 
 
    
Left Left Left Left –––– a very small  a very small  a very small  a very small 
part of part of part of part of Eddie and Eddie and Eddie and Eddie and 
Linda’s Collection, Linda’s Collection, Linda’s Collection, Linda’s Collection, 
right right right right –––– Linda  Linda  Linda  Linda 
prepares the lavish prepares the lavish prepares the lavish prepares the lavish 
“spot of lunch”.“spot of lunch”.“spot of lunch”.“spot of lunch”.    
 
 
 
 
 
All were most 
welcome and after 
hours of chit chat they 

departed to there resting places to get ready for the night time meal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left Left Left Left –––– Very rare  Very rare  Very rare  Very rare 
Belleek imitaBelleek imitaBelleek imitaBelleek imitation of tion of tion of tion of 
“The Irish “The Irish “The Irish “The Irish 
Independent”; right Independent”; right Independent”; right Independent”; right 
–––– Eddie with the  Eddie with the  Eddie with the  Eddie with the 
MaCauleys MaCauleys MaCauleys MaCauleys –––– very  very  very  very 
welcome visitors welcome visitors welcome visitors welcome visitors 
from Belleek; below from Belleek; below from Belleek; below from Belleek; below 
left, Belleekers left, Belleekers left, Belleekers left, Belleekers 
enjoying the enjoying the enjoying the enjoying the 
hospitality.hospitality.hospitality.hospitality.    
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Saturday evening: we 
all met at the Noah's 
Ark Restaurant in 
Hartshill and settled 
down to our meal 
which we hoped was 
enjoyable to all. 
 
 
    
    
Left and below, the Left and below, the Left and below, the Left and below, the 
Belleekers DID enjoy Belleekers DID enjoy Belleekers DID enjoy Belleekers DID enjoy 
the meal! Right, the meal! Right, the meal! Right, the meal! Right, 
What, no Guinness?What, no Guinness?What, no Guinness?What, no Guinness?    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After leaving the restaurant, some of us went to the North 
Staffs Hotel where Tracy taught us all what a fantastic pool 
player she was and thrashed us all (at Pool!) it is a good job 
we were not playing for money or else our Belleek 
collections would have suffered…  Karen we think, was 
fascinated by the game and also had a good go.  After a 
night cap we left for home to be bright and ready for the 
next day. 
 
Right: Tracy attempts a “plant” into the middle pocket Right: Tracy attempts a “plant” into the middle pocket Right: Tracy attempts a “plant” into the middle pocket Right: Tracy attempts a “plant” into the middle pocket ––––    
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yes, she WAS good yes, she WAS good yes, she WAS good yes, she WAS good –––– beat all the rest of us! beat all the rest of us! beat all the rest of us! beat all the rest of us!    

UK Group meeting at Spode PotteryUK Group meeting at Spode PotteryUK Group meeting at Spode PotteryUK Group meeting at Spode Pottery 
A little note here from your Newsletter Compiler…  Along with a 
good few other Belleekers, Bev and I were actually staying at the 
North Staffs Hotel, a wonderful Victorian Pile, in a very grandiose 
style to serve the visitors who came by rail to Stoke on Trent, 
presumably built when the railways first arrived in Stoke.  A 
magnificent red brick building, but now parts of the Hotel might be 
said to have seen better days, or to have a certain “faded grandeur”.  
One part of the Hotel, which, by the way, is completely off-limits to 
women, is certainly not faded and certainly is magnificent… now 
before the feminists amongst us start to get hot under the collar about 
this slight, I should explain that the magnificence in question is 
contained within the Gentlemens’ Lavatory.  Yes… it’s worth a visit 
to the Hotel just to go to the toilet!  I make no apology for showing 

you here some of the magnificent ceramic tiles that form part of the decoration 
of this “Gents”. 
Anyway, to get back to the plot…. 
Sunday morning soon came around and most of us met at the Portmeirion Shop 
in London Road, Stoke - lots of us were buying  goods and some were real 
bargains.  We all received a marvellous free goodie bag from Portmeirion 
Pottery and then it was time to make our way to the other side of Stoke to meet 
at Spode. 
 
Before the meeting proper, there were more bargains at the Spode shop where 
some of us simply stayed and shopped while others went on the official Spode 
tour, being able to see the copper engravings and then the wonderful old pieces 
of Copeland/Spode that they still have in the excellent museum - unlike 
Doulton, but we will not go into that… (see Eddie and Linda’s comments earlier 
in the Newsletter) and then into the blue room full of Blue and white Spode and 
finally on to the up-to-date ware that is being made now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When everyone reassembled after their various expeditions in 
the large room provided for the meeting (actually above the 
Factory Shop), Jan introduced Beverly Marvell who gave us a 
very interesting talk on her research into the numbering 
system on the back of Belleek - the talk was fantastic and of 
course well presented and we think was enjoyed by all.  (See (See (See (See 
Beverly’s article later in the Newsletter).Beverly’s article later in the Newsletter).Beverly’s article later in the Newsletter).Beverly’s article later in the Newsletter).                Above, Jan introduces Beverly, Right, Bev in full flow…Above, Jan introduces Beverly, Right, Bev in full flow…Above, Jan introduces Beverly, Right, Bev in full flow…Above, Jan introduces Beverly, Right, Bev in full flow…    
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UK Group 2003 Devotee Award UK Group 2003 Devotee Award UK Group 2003 Devotee Award UK Group 2003 Devotee Award     
Patricia then made the 
annual presentation of UK 
Group Devotee award…. 
 
 
… to a very surprised 
Chris Marvell… 
 
 
Patricia MaCauley, from 
Belleek Pottery, as always 
very welcome at our 
meetings, gave us a talk 
about news from the 
Pottery - it was lovely to 
she her.  She showed some 
of the Belleek Pottery’s 
new products which were 
very innovative and we 
wish them great success 
with them. 

 

Portmeirion PotteryPortmeirion PotteryPortmeirion PotteryPortmeirion Pottery    
 

Following this, we had an important guest from 
Portmeirion Pottery.  Nobody had to introduce 
our guest, Alwyn Cooper Willis  to Eddie 
because she looked just like her mum did in the 
1960s when Eddie used to work with her in the 
early days of Portmeirion Pottery. 
 
Alwyn gave us an excellent illustrated talk about 
Pormerion – both the Village and the Pottery,  
showing how her mum had developed a lot of 
the designs in the 1960’s and 1970’s.  She gave 
us a slide show and video of the ware being 
made from initial design to the end product there 
was also an update on the Portmeirion ware from 
the first production in the 1960’s to the present 
day when now many young and talented 
designers  are responsible for the new items, 
although Portmeirion Pottery clearly still 
remains very much a Family Affair. 
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               Alwyn Cooper Willis giving her talk               Alwyn Cooper Willis giving her talk               Alwyn Cooper Willis giving her talk               Alwyn Cooper Willis giving her talk    
    
Above left, Belleekers listening to AlwynAbove left, Belleekers listening to AlwynAbove left, Belleekers listening to AlwynAbove left, Belleekers listening to Alwyn’s talk; above right, ’s talk; above right, ’s talk; above right, ’s talk; above right, 
following the talk, Jan presents Alwyn with a Belleek gift and left, following the talk, Jan presents Alwyn with a Belleek gift and left, following the talk, Jan presents Alwyn with a Belleek gift and left, following the talk, Jan presents Alwyn with a Belleek gift and left, 
thanks her in the appropriate way…thanks her in the appropriate way…thanks her in the appropriate way…thanks her in the appropriate way…    
    
    

    
    
    

 
 

The Bring and TellThe Bring and TellThe Bring and TellThe Bring and Tell    
 
Then onto the bring and tell… it was judged by Tracy and Pat. 

 
 
Left Francis Kiddle with Portrush Left Francis Kiddle with Portrush Left Francis Kiddle with Portrush Left Francis Kiddle with Portrush 
MuMuMuMug, Right Tony Fox with Lilyg, Right Tony Fox with Lilyg, Right Tony Fox with Lilyg, Right Tony Fox with Lily----
ofofofof----thethethethe----Valley sugar bowlValley sugar bowlValley sugar bowlValley sugar bowl    
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A trio of entries by Eddie, left is a Tridacna plate A trio of entries by Eddie, left is a Tridacna plate A trio of entries by Eddie, left is a Tridacna plate A trio of entries by Eddie, left is a Tridacna plate –––– with Shamrocks, centre  with Shamrocks, centre  with Shamrocks, centre  with Shamrocks, centre 
a potty with the unfortunate William Gladstone and right an intriguing a potty with the unfortunate William Gladstone and right an intriguing a potty with the unfortunate William Gladstone and right an intriguing a potty with the unfortunate William Gladstone and right an intriguing 
teapot stand.  He teapot stand.  He teapot stand.  He teapot stand.  He 
actually had even more actually had even more actually had even more actually had even more 
itemsitemsitemsitems to show… the  to show… the  to show… the  to show… the 
earthenware teapot earthenware teapot earthenware teapot earthenware teapot 
stand on the rignt is stand on the rignt is stand on the rignt is stand on the rignt is 
absolutely exquisite absolutely exquisite absolutely exquisite absolutely exquisite 
and incredibly rare, and incredibly rare, and incredibly rare, and incredibly rare, 
illustrated on the left..illustrated on the left..illustrated on the left..illustrated on the left..    
…and Jan’s entry …and Jan’s entry …and Jan’s entry …and Jan’s entry –––– a  a  a  a 
wonderful photograph wonderful photograph wonderful photograph wonderful photograph 
of old Belleek entitled of old Belleek entitled of old Belleek entitled of old Belleek entitled 
“Fair Day, Belleek”;  “Fair Day, Belleek”;  “Fair Day, Belleek”;  “Fair Day, Belleek”;  
on the right…on the right…on the right…on the right…    

    
 
 
 
 
After a long conference (left), Pat and Tracy 
announced that the “Bring and Tell” had 
been won by Tony Fox.  Pat presented him 
with his prize (right). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To end the day, Paul Tubb gave us a very entertaining 
rundown of the happenings of the 2003 Belleek 
Convention in Oregon – David had compiled a very full 
report on this which is given later in this Newsletter. 
 
 

Chris Marvell (as Devotee) Chris Marvell (as Devotee) Chris Marvell (as Devotee) Chris Marvell (as Devotee) 
making a presentation to our making a presentation to our making a presentation to our making a presentation to our 
StokeStokeStokeStoke----onononon----Trent Hosts, Linda Trent Hosts, Linda Trent Hosts, Linda Trent Hosts, Linda 
and Eddieand Eddieand Eddieand Eddie    
 
Finally, after a very full day 
we all gave our Hugs and 
Kisses and everyone left for 
home. 

Eddie and Eddie and Eddie and Eddie and 
Linda MurphyLinda MurphyLinda MurphyLinda Murphy    
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Christmas Christmas Christmas Christmas 
Party Party Party Party 
weekend. weekend. weekend. weekend.     
13131313thththth & 14 & 14 & 14 & 14thththth    
December December December December 

2003200320032003    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Once again the Christmas Party was 
hosted by Chris and David Reynolds and 
centred around dinner at the Drum and 
Monkey in Alderley Edge, Cheshire. As 
last year, the festive dinner was superb 
and everybody enjoyed the food, the 
venue and the company of their Belleek 
friends. 
 
Throughout the evening a number of 
donated table prizes were distributed… 
(yes, our host, the author of this article - 
David and your Newsletter Compiler – 
Chris – both won one!)…  
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…a sample of the absolutely delicious food provided… 
 
…some of the members winning prizes or just looking on…   
 
Tony here doing his Wizard impersonation (left) and Charles 
the spitting image of Father Christmas (right) don’t you think? 
 
The Raffle Prizes (right), 1st , 2nd and 3rd Period Belleek for 
First, Second and Third…  Appropriate, eh?  In this case a 1st 
Thorn Kettle, a 2nd Ivy sugar and a 3rd New Shell cream. 
 
…and the finale was the drawing of the Group 2003 Christmas 
raffle…  Lucky winners were: 1st and 2nd prizes - Pat McCabe 
(below)… 

 
 
3rd prize – Paul 
Ewings: here 
thanking the 
Raffle Organiser! 
(below right) 
 

 
Most members were able to spend some time on Sunday in Chris and David’s 
home talking Belleek and eating a hot pot lunch and selection of home made 

sweets, before departing for their journeys home.             David ReynoldsDavid ReynoldsDavid ReynoldsDavid Reynolds 
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BCIS CONVENTION 2003.  PORTLAND, OREGON.BCIS CONVENTION 2003.  PORTLAND, OREGON.BCIS CONVENTION 2003.  PORTLAND, OREGON.BCIS CONVENTION 2003.  PORTLAND, OREGON.    
 

The first real indication that some Belleek event was about to unfold was evidenced by looking around the parking lots at the Double 
Tree Hotel, Columbia River, Portland. 

 
The 2003 BCIS Convention started on Thursday 18th September during the afternoon with registration and a first look in the Belleek 
Sales room where dealers from all corners of the globe had laid out a feast of items for sale, from the very rarest unique pieces to the 
latest new items on sale, in fact something for everyone. 
The first “gathering” was during the evening and included a welcome from Sam Keator, immediate past president of the All-Ireland 
Cultural Society, followed by information on and expansion of the information in the printed programme; details were given 
regarding auctions for the Richard K Degenhardt Scholarship Fund, funds to contribute towards the next convention and also details 
of table drawings over the next two days, a very warm response was given following the announcement that The Belleek Pottery had 
contributed no fewer than 78 items for this purpose. The first 22 lucky names were drawn during this session. 
 

Friday morning started with an early walk to the private dock behind the 
twin hotel to the one we were based in, and we boarded The Portland Spirit 
for breakfast afloat as we travelled up The Columbia River for an hour, 
then back to where we’d started from. 

 
After breakfast afloat, everybody drifted back to the hotel for lunch and the 
Invocation was delivered by Roland Glendinning, followed by a vocal solo 
sung by Bill McNicholas from The Columbia Chapter. When lunch was 
over we had a speech from Phyllis Bagnall, the 2002 Honoree, she reflected 
on her year in office, remembering well her induction into the Hall of Fame 
at the Pottery when she stood on a flagstone which once formed part of the 
bed of the River Erne. There followed the first session of drawings (raffle 
prizes to we Brits) when the next batch of 22 gifts donated by the Pottery 
were distributed. 

 
This first “formal” session was introduced by Angela Moore, 
President of BCIS after lunch (Friday) when she formally opened the 
Convention, reminding us all that next year 2004 will be the 25th 
anniversary of the formation of the BCIS following the hard work by 
Dick Degenhardt to launch the Society worldwide. Angela then went 
on to present to the audience, an illustrated introduction to all the 
member chapters and groups in the BCIS, including old and new 
pictures of individual group gatherings. Angela then introduced 
Dorothy Wheeler, and assisted by Phyllis Bagnall, entered her into 
the Belleek Hall of Fame and placed the chain of office around her 
neck, Dorothy responded with her acceptance speech and wished 
everyone a good convention and an enjoyable visit to Portland. 
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MC for the duration of the convention was again Don Campbell who seems to 
have made the job his own, the responsibility of which he discharges so admirably 
and enthusiastically. 
 
Don went through some general notices and house announcements whilst the next 
session was being set out, and then introduced Rhonda and Jerome Hanson to the 
audience. 
 
 
Don CampbellDon CampbellDon CampbellDon Campbell    
 
 
The Hansons gave a presentation, 
with much interactive audience 
participation, on the subject of 
“Displaying your Belleek” and 
talked about every conceivable 
way of displaying and way of 
using items in a set display, 
needless to say there was no 
mention of display cabinets Both 
Rhonda and Gerry showed with 
examples from their home some 

of their display ideas, 
and I would make a 
particular reference to 
Gerry’s sartorial 
display of a UK 
Group 1997 
Convention T-shirt. 
 
This brief insight in to 
Rhonda and Gerry’s 
ideas was 
enthusiastically 
received, and the 
session was all too short. 
 
Rhonda and Jerome Hanson (left), Jerome in TRhonda and Jerome Hanson (left), Jerome in TRhonda and Jerome Hanson (left), Jerome in TRhonda and Jerome Hanson (left), Jerome in T----shirt (above)shirt (above)shirt (above)shirt (above)    
 

 
Once again a quick change of the 
stage setting for the last session of 
the afternoon (yes it’s still Friday) 
when a panel of past and present 
Honourees assembled for a 
question and answer session, 
chaired by 1990 Honouree Don 
Clinton. Here was an opportunity 
for an address by Fred Gary 
(declared age 92 and three 
quarters). 
Undoubtedly the keenest subject 
discussed was the aging 
membership across the US and 
the need for initiatives to 
encourage younger blood into the 
Society, although this problem 
does not just affect the US 
Chapters, it is a problem we 
ourselves keep talking about. 
 
Fred Gary (leftFred Gary (leftFred Gary (leftFred Gary (left) and Don ) and Don ) and Don ) and Don 
Clinton (right)Clinton (right)Clinton (right)Clinton (right)    
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The day’s sessions closed about 5.00pm, and once again the sales and exhibit room was open for members to view and buy from 
before the evening dinner. 
 
Due to the cold weather, the planned outside barbecue was moved indoors, and dinner was followed by an address by Linda Beard on 
the Richard Degenhardt Scholarship and the work done so far by the fund. 
 
Since its’ formation the fund has received regular contributions from Chapters, Groups and individuals, Chapters have raised money 
from auctions at their meetings, there have been contributions from the Pottery including unique items to be sold to raise fund, and to 
date a total of $37,000 has been raised. The fund makes two awards each year, one to a student studying Porcelain and Design, the 
other to a student of Celtic Studies. The fund has no expenses for its’ administration due to the kind generosity of a benefactor who 
covers such requirements, and so 100% of funds are applied to the benefit of the two scholarships. This year Jill Warrington a design 
student who received a Degenhardt scholarship is working in the Belleek Pottery design studio. 
Linda showed a video produced by The University of Ulster detailing the work of the scholarship fund and the recipients of funding 
for their studies. 
An appeal was made for more money, essential to carry on the good work, and before the auction of donated items, a cheque from 
The Orange County Chapter was presented to Linda. 
Don, our MC next introduced our auctioneer for the evening, Dean Bagnall, although he needed no introduction and is well known for 
his ability of squeezing every last bid out of people. The auction was in two parts, firstly to sell the items donated by other Chapters 
and groups to help towards the Convention costs, and then to auction those items donated to the Degenhardt Memorial Fund. At the 
end of this review, I have listed the auction results from the two sessions. The final act of the evening was a further 22 drawings of 
prizes. 

 
Saturday morning and Saturday morning and Saturday morning and Saturday morning and 
an eager crowd an eager crowd an eager crowd an eager crowd 
ggggathered to see a athered to see a athered to see a athered to see a 
fabulous display of fabulous display of fabulous display of fabulous display of 
Belleek earthenware Belleek earthenware Belleek earthenware Belleek earthenware 
from Don Campbell’s from Don Campbell’s from Don Campbell’s from Don Campbell’s 
collection set out on collection set out on collection set out on collection set out on 
numerous tables and to numerous tables and to numerous tables and to numerous tables and to 
be the focus of his be the focus of his be the focus of his be the focus of his 
presentation.presentation.presentation.presentation.    
 
 
 
 
 
Don enthralled us all for an hour which passed all too quickly, and once again it was time 
to change the setting for the next session, a slide presentation and talk on the subject of 
unusual and unrecorded Belleek. 

 
This illustrated show by Marion Langham and Olga Clarke was a magical mystery tour through a collection of slides showing (mostly 
very early) Belleek items which can safely be categorised as rare and unique, until, that is, somebody from the audience is heard to 
say “I’ve got one of those” on a number of occasions, myself included.  A lovely show and most entertaining dialogue between 
Marion and Olga.  As the slide show ended Marion and Olga were joined by Marck Lane, Liz and Lauresa Stillwell who jointly 
chaired a discussion with eager audience participation on the subject of ebay bidding and buying. Advice flowed both ways in the 
room and this session closed with everybody ready for lunch. 
 
Saturday afternoon started with an address by George Moore, which was focussed around the Belleek Group situation and the effect 
on it’s trading position in the aftermath of September 11th 2001, and specifically examined the Belleek Pottery.  There has been a 28% 
downturn in the number of visitors to Belleek and also Belleek as a product has lost its position as a backstop on wedding lists in 
stores and retail outlets, where once it had an unassailable position, these factors coupled with a general downturn in consumer 
spending has forced the Pottery to examine its marketing strategy and change direction in order to continue growing in the 21st 
Century.  This has already begun to show change, with a focus on new designs, quality, price-points, distribution, technology, 
investment in the human resources and a new mark.  The Belleek Living range has brought about a turnaround with its’ dramatic new 
concepts, new boxes and aimed at a new market. Already due to the influence of these new products Belleek is back on most Wedding 
registries.  George was lively and buoyant in his presentation and still enthuses the same confidence in the Belleek Pottery and its 
products as he did over a decade ago. 
 
George was followed by Patricia McCauley, Manager of the Belleek Visitor Centre who showed us a new film made at Belleek and 
talked about the Pottery today. This presentation led us nicely into the last session of the afternoon, an open discussion forum chaired 
by our MC, Don Campbell and subjects were concerned with how to encourage new interest in Belleek and younger membership of 
BCIS, this topic is obviously at the forefront of everybody’s minds as it crops up with such regularity. Discussion also centred on the 
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options and ideas for a venue for the 2005 Convention, but this proved inconclusive as much attention was given to 2007 when the 
Pottery will celebrate its 150th birthday, and there were strong demands for Belleek to be confirmed as home to the Convention in 
2007. Angela Moore was left to talk to all interested parties wanting to host 2005, hold discussions over 2007 and come back to the 
membership next year (2004) with some firm proposals. 

 
Saturday evening’s dinner was followed by the last 12 prize drawings, 
completing distribution of the 78 Belleek items donated by the Pottery, closing 
remarks from Angela and a special recognition of all the work done by Pat 
Holme as Convention Co-ordinator. Finally by popular request Bill 
McNicholas (left) sang again and delivered a lovely rendition of Danny Boy. 

 
Then followed a 
display of Irish dancing 
by the Molly Malone 
dance School, music 
and dancing until late 
and that was really the 
end of the Convention, 
save for Holy Worship 
led by Roland 
Glendinning on Sunday 
morning and a farewell 
brunch for those who 
had not already left the 
hotel to start their 
journeys home to all 
corners of the globe. 
 
 

 
As a footnote I would include two final pictures, firstly Dorothy Wheeler, As a footnote I would include two final pictures, firstly Dorothy Wheeler, As a footnote I would include two final pictures, firstly Dorothy Wheeler, As a footnote I would include two final pictures, firstly Dorothy Wheeler, 
our 2003 Honouree despite being a little lady, pour 2003 Honouree despite being a little lady, pour 2003 Honouree despite being a little lady, pour 2003 Honouree despite being a little lady, packed a mighty sandwich acked a mighty sandwich acked a mighty sandwich acked a mighty sandwich 
(right), and UK Group members enjoying themselves (below).(right), and UK Group members enjoying themselves (below).(right), and UK Group members enjoying themselves (below).(right), and UK Group members enjoying themselves (below).    

    
David ReynoldsDavid ReynoldsDavid ReynoldsDavid Reynolds    
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As a postscript to the 2003 Belleek Convention, here are a few pictures taken at the convention showing part of the magnificent 
collection of Belleek Earthenware assembled and presented to all convention attendees by Mr Don Campbell. 

 
The Cherub Plate (left) 
is very playful, similar 
in style to work done at 
Minton’s in the 1870’s 
by W.S. Coleman. 
 
The Item on the right 
attracts some 
controversy as to its 
function… is it a 
Stilton Cheese Dish 
with the rings 
removable as the 
cheese is consumed, or 
is it a way of stacking 
plates – the rings 
separating and spacing 
plates full of hot food, 
allowing them to be 
carried to the table? 
 

No mistake about 
these candlesticks 
on the left – 
beautiful designs. 
 
The oval plaque or 
platter on the right 
was painted by 
Cyril Arnold.  He 
was manager of the 
Pottery in the 
1950’s. 
 
Below left, a Thorn 
Pattern Toothbrush 
Dish perhaps?  It is 
certainly part of a 
Toilet Set and is 
beautifully decorated in one of 
the very striking Thorn Pattern 
colourways.  With Bev’s article 
in mind, it would be interesting 
to know the number painted 
onto its base! 

 

Finally, a plate illustrating Belleek Pottery, 
fittingly displayed on a gold background. 
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ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives    
 
This paper aims to discuss 2 issues 
concerning the hand painted numbers 
often found on the base of many 
Belleek items, mainly teaware:- 
 

• The reason for these numbers  
• To determine their extent and 

to start to list them 
 
The early Belleek records were lost 
and so we have no original 
documentation to explain why these 
numbers are present. 
 
Fire destroyed most of the factory 
records in 1930 
 

These objectives follow those laid down by 
the Research team of the Belleek Collectors 
Group UK: 
 
Neville Maguire, 1997: 
‘..the puzzle with Belleek is that very few 
numbers, and often just single numbers, are 
used. Can we be certain that these are in fact 
pattern numbers?..the answer must be 
established by investigation, research and 
deduction.’ 
 
Tony Fox, March, 1999:  
‘Markings usually comprise numbers and/or 
letters put on pieces by the factory workers in 
addition to the manufactory marks. The reason 
and significance for markings is shrouded in 
many unsupported theories and unsubstantiated 
statements’ 
 

Data SourceData SourceData SourceData Source    
 
Private collections, Internet, auction previews, 
antique fairs. 
 
I have to particularly thank those collectors who 
have enthusiastically sent me information and 
photographs and allowed me to open up their 
display cabinets to handle their most prized 
pieces.  
 
The ownership of some pictures included in this 
research paper was not identifiable and so I must 
also thank these unknown, but valued, 
contributors. 
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BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    
 

Some general comments regarding painted numbers, decoration, etc..: 
 

• Stoke Museum – Describes painted marks as ‘..over or under the glaze, done by the operative before firing. Often 
numerals representing the pattern number’.  

 

• Godden - ‘Painted marks are applied over the glaze during or after decoration’  
 

• Degenhardt – ‘Early days accepted special orders that were made distinctive through decoration rather than 
through a change in mold design’ 

 

• Tommy Cambell - This is the only documented reference I have found regarding the purpose of these numbers at 
Belleek. In his ‘Corrigan Manuscript’ he states that the numbers are ‘presumed to be a pattern number. 

 

• M.W. Mason – ‘Copyright in design was not in existence before 1839, so potters copied each other without 
restraint. Sometimes there were very slight variations, occasionally shapes were identical. Around 1800 most 
porcelain works listed their patterns consecutively by numbers in a book and some pots had the design number 
painted on their bottoms’ 

 

The numbers found on Belleek are likely to indicate one (or more as their purpose could have changed over time!) of the 
following: 
 

• Paintress number – individual to a 
paintress/painter. Applied to identify their 
work, useful for piecework, productivity and 
quality information. When a paintress 
leaves, the number maybe re-allocated to 
another paintress. 

 

• Gilder number – as above except for gilders. 
 

• Pattern number – Unique, usually primarily 
associated with differences in shape 
(sometimes subtle), but has been used to 
additionally describe the applied decoration. 
Usually allocated in numerical order.  

 

• Order number – Initially unique and 
allocated to each special order (or job) for a 
client at the time he places the order. Order 
numbers thereafter are re-used to give the 
specification of a repeat order and so 
effectively become a pattern number. 
Usually allocated in numerical order. 

 

• Decoration way – specifies colour and/or 
decorated design (painted or transferred 
surface decoration) to be applied to 
specified pattern type. Not to be confused 
with pattern number. 

 

• Museum or collection number – a catalogue 
number specific to a collection. 

 

The purpose of similar hand painted numbers to be 
found on other manufacturers’ wares should be 
taken into consideration: 
 

• Worcester – 1 to 4 digits, after 1876 
prefixed by ‘B’. Generally applied to useful 
wares by painter or gilder (not necessarily 
every piece in a service would have one 
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applied). This is a pattern number allocated 
when the pattern was designed and so can be 
used to indicate the earliest date it was in 
use, also useful for purchasers to quote the 
pattern number in order to get replacements. 

 

• Derby - in the early 1800s these were the 
painter or gilders number. 

 

• Minton – usually 3 or 4 digits optionally 
preceded by a letter. Defined by the order 
number as entered in the order log (see 
example of an entry in the order book and 
plate made to this specification). Hence it 
becomes a pattern or decoration 
specification to which all subsequent items 
of this design will conform. Allocated 
chronologically so can be a good indication 
of age (earliest possible date). Well 
documented and had consistent use.Even 
royal services had an order number (see picture).  

 
• Coalport – 3 or 4 numbers some preceded 

by a letter, some with a ‘/’ after the 1st 
number (fractional). It was a unique pattern 
number mostly applied to utilitarian ware. 
Inconsistent use. 

 
• Spode Copeland – 3, 4, 5 digits. Some of 

those which are just numbers are the artist or 
gilder, but also could denote the pattern 
number. Those preceded by a letter ‘B’,’C’, 
‘R’, ‘F’ or more usually ‘D’, some with a ‘/’ 
after the 1st number are pattern numbers 
(fractional) ‘the pattern number changes 
with each different pattern’. 9999 was 
reached in 1852, D numbers then started 
with D9999 being reached in December 
1874. 

 
• Goss and American Belleek – No 

information available to the author yet 
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ResultsResultsResultsResults    
 

To date 501 items of Belleek (parian, earthware and china, no 
stoneware or terra cotta) have been examined and recorded in a 
database. Of these, 324 have painted numbers/names. In the main these 
items have been teaware (plates of all sizes, cups and saucers, creams, 
sugars, tureens, teapots and tea kettles, trays and comports, etc..), but 
other items such as vases with similar decoration to teawares have 
been included in the result data. 
 
Numbers found ranged between ‘1’ and ‘849’, most examples having a 
number between between ‘1’ and ‘9’ (11 patterns, Finner, Artichoke, 
Erne, Grass, Misc, Shell, Chinese, Earthware, Lace, Shamrock, Thorn). 
Numbers are found on items from 1st Black to 2nd Green period, although after 3rd Black they become exceedingly rare 
(6 items in 324). Numbers are found on all body types, painted in various colours, nearly always immediately underneath 
the Belleek printed mark. Occasionally the number is preceded by ‘No’ (1st Black period only) or ‘D’ (1st and 2nd Green 
period). There are also items where instead of a painted number there is painted name, 3 different names have been seen 
so far; ‘HEATH’, ‘BLYTHE’ and ‘Brentwood’.   
         Below: some records from the daBelow: some records from the daBelow: some records from the daBelow: some records from the databasetabasetabasetabase    
    

Analysis of ResultsAnalysis of ResultsAnalysis of ResultsAnalysis of Results    

    
    
    
1.1.1.1. Items that have numbersItems that have numbersItems that have numbersItems that have numbers 
 
These numbers mainly appear only on tea, 
desert or dinnerware, dressing table and toilet 
sets utility jugs and platters. They have not yet 
been recorded on completely non-utility 
decorative items such as vases, baskets or 
figures. 4 instances only are debatable as to 
whether they belong to the utility categories; 
lace plaque (identical to the tray but with 
hanging holes), amphora vase (often used as 
an oil lamp font) and Florence and Harp jugs 
(milk jugs?). 
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2.2.2.2. Dates when numbers were usedDates when numbers were usedDates when numbers were usedDates when numbers were used    
 

Of the 324 items recorded with numbers, 219 were from 
the 1st Black period (68%). The 1st Black period also 
gave 79 of the 147 unique number/pattern combinations 
(53%).  There seems to be two distinct intervals when 
numbers where used; BI/BII and BIII onwards. There is 
no overlap between numbers used in these 2 intervals, 
no common numbers. EXCEPT a single item; an 
unrecorded Shamrock powder bowl from the 2nd Black 
period with a Deco decoration way. Pieces decorated in 
this manner surely must have been a reaction to Clarice 
Cliff’s and Suzy Cooper’s new exciting designs, which 
at the earliest did not emerge until 1928, early 3rd Black 
period. I suspect this must be an example of the factory 
‘painting up’ existing stock found around the factory at 
the time. 
 

3.3.3.3. These numbers are These numbers are These numbers are These numbers are notnotnotnot Pattern Numbers  Pattern Numbers  Pattern Numbers  Pattern Numbers     
 

The same number is not unique to a given pattern shape. For example ‘2’ 
appears on Grass, Lace, Thorn, Shamrock, Erne, Shell. Each of these 
pattern shapes with ‘2’ do not share the same painted decoration, colours or 
gilding formula. This leads to the conclusion that these numbers cannot be 
order numbers or pattern numbers because they are not unique. 
 

Numbers ‘1’ to ‘16’ appear to have been used fairly regularly on more than 
1 pattern shape. There are only 4 numbers (higher than ‘16’) were a 
number has been seen on more than one 
pattern, these are: 
 
•  ‘143’, only seen in the 1st period with 

different decoration on both 
earthenware and china items. 

 
• ‘135’, 3rd Black or later periods, has 

been used on both Ring Handle and 
Deco Shamrock both different 
decoration ways.  

 
•  ‘213’ and ‘299’, 3rd Black period or 

later, used on both Tridacna and 
Limpet. These items have the same 
Deco decoration way for the number, 
which appears to be the first (and 
only) time a decoration is shared 
between patterns. 
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4.4.4.4. These numbers are These numbers are These numbers are These numbers are notnotnotnot Order Numbers Order Numbers Order Numbers Order Numbers    

 
Since 1st Black items have been 
recorded with ‘1’ and ‘849’ and 3rd 
Black with ‘113’ to ‘311’ (mainly Art-
Deco decoration not used before this 
period), numbers cannot have been 
allocated chronologically (and 
therefore unlikely to be an order 
number). 
 

5.5.5.5. These Numbers are These Numbers are These Numbers are These Numbers are 
““““Decoration wayDecoration wayDecoration wayDecoration way””””    
numbersnumbersnumbersnumbers    

 
The same number on a given pattern 
shape always exhibits the same 
decoration, colour and gilding. This is 
consistent for all item types in the same 
pattern, ie. plates, cups and saucers, 
teapots of the same pattern and same 
decoration all show the same number. 

 
 
 96% items recorded conformed to this theory 
(see section below on exceptions for the other 
4%). Therefore, this indicates that the number is 
a decoration identification number. This is also 
supported by the 1904 Belleek sales catalogue 
entries for Lace, Grass and Thorn patterns. 
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The above pictures illustrate (1) Chinese Tea Ware all “3” all with the same decoration way, (2) Chinese Tea Ware, different numbers and 
different decoration, (3) Shell pieces all Number “3” all with the same decoration and (4) The same Shell shape in 4 different decoration 
ways, all with different numbers. 

    

Belleek CBelleek CBelleek CBelleek Catalogue 1937 (Page 19)atalogue 1937 (Page 19)atalogue 1937 (Page 19)atalogue 1937 (Page 19)    
There are a few pages 
of colour photographs 
in the Belleek 1937 
sales catalogue 
 
It may have been felt 
most appropriate to 
illustrate these items in 
colour in order to show 
the new deoration ways 
on offer most 
effectively. Against 
each item is a 
‘D’number, those that 
appear against teaware 
in fact correspond to the 
numbers seen on items 
recorded for this paper 
with the same pattern 
type and decoration.  
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These are pictures (top and 
bottom of this page) of some of 
the same items illustrated in 
the 1937 Catalogue, 
photographed recently.  The 
pieces bear the appropriate 
decoration way numbers as 
shown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Belleek Catalogue Belleek Catalogue Belleek Catalogue Belleek Catalogue 
1937, Page 221937, Page 221937, Page 221937, Page 22    

 
 
 
 
It seems that Belleek made 
some mistakes on their 
numbering of the 
photographs on Catalogue 
page 22. The deco 
green/yellow striped 
Neptune coffee cup and 
saucer had it’s number 
swapped with the Tricadna 
deco orange/black cup and 
saucer (also for coffee).  

 
 
 
The same Neptune 
decoration way is also shown 
on page 19 correctly as 
‘D118’, ‘118’ agrees with 
this paper’s data. The 
Tridacna deco on page 22 
should have been labelled 
‘D217’ which would then 
also be correct according to 
this data. Also on page 22 is 
a Shamrock deco Trio with 
orange flowers and platinum 
gilt against ‘D117’, the only 
example I have actually seen 
was ‘135’. 
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6.6.6.6. Lustre Lustre Lustre Lustre     
 
These results lead to an interesting observation regarding 
coloured lustre decoration.  Some apparently non-lustred 
items share the same number as those with lustre (they 
always have gilding or colour decoration in common). 
However, on close inspection such items show evidence 
that they have very small traces of lustre in crevices. 
This is strong evidence that pieces start with the same or 
similar level of lustre, but wear to very different extents 
(in fact it sometimes completely disappears). This would 
make a very interesting research project in its own right 
- what factors affect the disappearance of this lustre? I 
suspect that the original lustre colour undergoes fairly 
drastic colour changes as it fades. This can be seen best 
on items with Grass numbers ‘1’ and ‘2’ and Lace ‘2’ 
that should have lustre as part of their decoration way. 
Lustre on Grass items varies from deep lustred green, 
which is how I believe they started off in life (evidenced 
by the 1904 catalogue descriptions of  ‘No 1 Green’ or 
‘No 2 Green and Gold’), changing over time though to 
deep purple, blue, pink and finally disappearing. 
 

7.7.7.7. Colours used for painting numbers Colours used for painting numbers Colours used for painting numbers Colours used for painting numbers     

Numbers are usually painted in black (56%) or brown/tan (29%). If another colour is used (say green, red or blue) it is 
usually the same colour that was last used during decoration - but not always, nor is the same number on a pattern type 
always painted in the same colour. Example, Shell pattern ‘2’ (pink coral with gilt shell outlining) has been seen with the 
number painted in both brown and green! Cob is never used and lustre or gilt is very rarely used to paint the number, 
items decorated only using these colours usually have their number painted in black or brown. 
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8.8.8.8. DecoDecoDecoDecoration differences can be ration differences can be ration differences can be ration differences can be 
subtle!subtle!subtle!subtle!    
 

When I first started recording numbers on items 
I hadn’t appreciated just how subtly different 
some decorations could be. I puzzled why 2 
items with apparently the same decoration had 
different numbers – however, always on closer 
inspection I could find a subtle variation in the 
colour and/or areas painted that did make the 
decoration different. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 2 ribbon plates illustrated both have the 
same areas painted in blue, number but ‘126’ is 
bright blue whereas number ‘136’ is mid blue. 2 
of the 3 lace plates are both decorated in pink 
lustre and gilt, the other just gilt, but each has a 
different decoration number depending on where 
and how much of the colour has been applied. 
Some numbers found on Chinese also had me 
initially fooled, luxurious chocolate and gilt 
decoration can be seen with lustre (‘5’) and 
without lustre (‘6’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.9.9.9. Other handOther handOther handOther hand----painted markingspainted markingspainted markingspainted markings    
 
The numbers are generally just numbers (91%) 
with the following exceptions:  
 
 

 
• Some items do not have a number, but 

instead have a decoration name; 
‘HEATH’, ‘BLYTHE’ and ‘Brentwood’ 
(see examples). 
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One item had a number followed by ‘/1’ , this was Shell ‘1/1’, 1st Black, 
with pink lustre trim – the same decoration way as Shell ‘1’. 
 

• One item had a number followed by ‘-1’ , this was a bone china plate 
‘102-1’, 1st Black, with small hand painted roses and gilt rim. No 
other item with ‘102’ has been recorded to date. 

 

• No’ often precedes numbers on Thorn pattern and has once been 
seen on a Greek plate. Perhaps, Thorn was the 1st pattern to have 
such diversity of decoration ways that the numbering system was 
introduced and until it was widely adopted ‘No’ was used? Thorn 
was registered 1878, so this would imply numbers were not used 

before this date? Unlikely. 
 

• 4 items have been recoded with a ‘D’  preceding the number: 
 

• Neptune, 2nd Green, ‘D118’: Deco green/yellow striped – this is 
the same decoration as Neptune 3rd Black, ‘118’  

 

• 2 items,  Ring Handle, 2nd Green, ‘D143’: transferred garlands 
with hand colouring – same as Ring Handle 3rd Black ‘143’ 

 

• Limpet, 1st Green, ‘D213’: Deco black rim with orange/black 
‘clouds’ – this is the same decoration way as 3rd Black ‘213’ 

 
These ‘D’ items are particularly interesting. The numbers correspond to the 
‘D‘ number allocated to the pattern decoration in the 1937 Belleek catalogue. 
Other pieces decorated in a manner originating from the 3rd Black period (Art-Deco) have numbers (without a ‘D’) that 
also correspond to the D numbers from this same catalogue. Examples recorded: ‘113’, ‘143’, ‘153’, ‘185’, ‘217’, ‘239’, 
‘298’ 
 

These ‘D’ items should not be confused with the ‘D’ numbering scheme adopted by Degenhardt. 
 

10.10.10.10. Variety of decoration Variety of decoration Variety of decoration Variety of decoration 
ways (numbers) per                              ways (numbers) per                              ways (numbers) per                              ways (numbers) per                              
pattern typepattern typepattern typepattern type    

 
Whilst Belleek does not seem to have 
allocated decoration numbers numerically, 
early pattern shapes with common 
decoration ways seem to start in the range 1 
through to 9.  
 
Some patterns exhibit a great number of 
different numbers; Thorn ‘2’, ‘4’, ‘5’, ‘6’, 
‘8’, ‘9’, ‘10’, ‘12’, ‘14’, ‘16’, ‘19’, ‘22’, 
‘23’, ‘24’, ‘25’, ‘31’, ‘33’, ‘38’, ‘42’, ‘44’, 
‘49’, ‘54’, ‘72’, ‘82’, and hence decoration 
ways.  

 
 
The gaps in numbers on Thorn items recorded so far are in themselves interesting, 
is it reasonable to believe that Thorn numbers ‘1’,’3’,’7’ etc will eventually show 
up? I can’t wait! 
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The 1904 catalogue shows Thorn ‘No 10’ as being considerably cheaper than ‘No 14’ and ‘No 42’. From the pictures 
shown of Thorn cups and saucers in various decoration/number ways you can see why - ‘No 10’ is decorated in cob, 
the others are coloured and gilt! 
 

The pattern with the greatest variety of decoration ways in my data pool was Thorn (24 different numbers). However, 
the general category of Earthenware will probably prove to exhibit the greatest variety (also 24 different numbers, this 
despite my not really targeting earthenware). 
 

11.11.11.11. ShamrockShamrockShamrockShamrock    
 

Not boring at all! Neville Maguire believes 
Shamrock was introduced around 1885 (late 
first period). As noted in other articles, some 
1st and 2nd Black saucers have 6 shamrock 
sprays instead of the usual 3. I propose that 
Belleek did quite a bit of experimentation with 
Shamrock in it’s early life, the design of the 
saucer, cup (low or tall) and the decoration 
way, before it settled down becoming the 3 
sprig green shamrock we all know. Usual 
green shamrocks (even with the differences as 
described by Neville, ie. uniform, 2 or 3 tone) 
do not exhibit a number, unless gilded when 
there is sometimes a ‘6’. Some decoration 
differences are subtle such as the colour of the 
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stems or twine around the handle.  
Decoration ways observed on Shamrock in 1st 
and 2nd Black so far appear to be: 
 
• ‘2’ – gilt rim, shamrocks, stems and 

handle, brown twine around handle 
• ‘3’ – gilt rim and shamrocks, brown 

stems, twine and handle  
• ‘4’ – gilt rim and handle twine, cob 

shamrocks 
• ‘5 ’– gilt rim, shamrocks and twine around 

handle, brown stems and handle 
• ‘6’ – gilt rim usual green shamrocks, gilt 

rim or lustre shamrocks (maybe originally 
green lustre, but faded to blue or pink?) 

• ‘8’ – gilt rim and twine around handle, 
black shamrocks, brown handle 

• ‘9’ – lustre shamrocks (green, blue or 
pink) 

 
In 3rd Black Belleek were experimenting again with Shamrock, probably in an attempt to pep it up for the modern 
market, with Deco decoration painted over the original Shamrock moulded wares.  
 
Numbers shown on Deco Shamrock are: 
 

• ‘135’ – Deco orange flowers with black spotted centres, silver gilt rim and handle 
• ‘153’ – Deco mauve, blue flowers with orange centres, silver gilt rim and handle 
• ‘185’ – Deco blue, yellow flowers with orange centres, silver gilt rim and handle 

 
When these appear in the 1937 sales catalogue they appear with this number proceeded by ‘D’. 

 

12.12.12.12. Harlequin sets. Harlequin sets. Harlequin sets. Harlequin sets.     
 

A Thorn teaset has been recorded that includes 6 trios, all with a different number and decoration way. All trios’ decoration ways 
share a theme; brightly coloured rim, handle and legs, gold flowers and black dots, each differs only by it’s bright colour. 
Because of the noticeable theme and the fact that it would be exceedingly difficult for a collector to make up such a set because 
most numbers in this set are (so far) ‘unique’, it is probable that this set was originally sold together as a harlequin set. 

 

13.13.13.13. PatternsPatternsPatternsPatterns that do not have numbers that do not have numbers that do not have numbers that do not have numbers    
 

No numbers have yet been found on the following 
patterns: 

 

• Artichoke 
• Echinus  
• Cone  
• Victoria 
• Mask 
• ThistleLily  
• Lily (low or high) 
• Celtic (low, high, footed or ring handle) 
• Ivy  
• 5 O’clock 
• Blarney 
• Sydney 
• Institute 
 

All examples of Harp Shamrock I have seen had 
the usual green shamrocks, but a Deco decorated 
version is illustrated in the 1937 catalogue. As 
other Deco Shamrock pieces shown alongside this 
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item in the catalogue do have the numbers indicated, I assume that this would have a number also. 

It is very surprising that no numbers have been seen on Echinus considering the number of decoration ways found on 
early sets. Perhaps these heavily decorated sets were mainly supplied to order for the well to do and not enough were 
made to merit a decoration number allocation (unlikely)? Echinus (and Artichoke) were the first types of teaware 
introduced – the designs were registered in 1868.   Maybe these were all very early sets before the numbering system 
was introduced (unlikely)? Other early patterns such as London Tea (including Lily of the Valley decoration) have 
been recorded with numbers, Jean Weleck believes the London Tea pattern was introduced as early as 1865. 
 

14.14.14.14. ItemsItemsItemsItems that do not  that do not  that do not  that do not 
have numbershave numbershave numbershave numbers    

 
Plain or ‘run of the mill’ 
decoration does not have a 
number. 

 

Teaware items (of any Pattern) 
with just a simple colour 
wash/tint around the rim 
(usually green, pink, blue, 
butterscotch) do not have a number. Perhaps these were considered general production with not much of a 
‘decoration’ way, only decoration requiring more work (more expensive) merited the allocation of a number? 

 
Cob lustre is considered an applied decoration and so may have number (any plain item with a number has probably 
lost its cob lustre).  
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Decorated items you might expect to have a number but don’tDecorated items you might expect to have a number but don’tDecorated items you might expect to have a number but don’tDecorated items you might expect to have a number but don’t    
 

Numbers on very small items such as egg cups or salts are rare. Initially I thought that they probably did not have 
enough space on the base for both the Belleek mark and number, but some do find room for an additional registration 
diamond!  On items with limited space, like Chinese, the 3 legs are used one each for the Belleek mark, the 
registration diamond and the number (not enough space on one foot, but adequate between the 3!).  Usually all items 
in a set are marked with the appropriate number, but not necessarily on large sets. I have seen a very large breakfast 
service of Ring Handle convolvulus without a number when most other items of this pattern with the same decoration 
have had ‘292’. 

 

15.15.15.15. Exceptions to the ‘rules’Exceptions to the ‘rules’Exceptions to the ‘rules’Exceptions to the ‘rules’    
 

There are 13 items that do not conform to the decoration number ‘rules’ 
laid out above. For these items I suspect: 

 

• A mistake at Belleek by the paintress when applying the number (she 
just got it wrong) 

 

• Data interpreted from pictures of items off the Internet may not be 
represented in their ‘true’ colours. Scanners and digital cameras can 
alter colours!  

 

• I have recorded the information incorrectly (my mistake in recording or my/others mistake in reading the 
number). Sometimes the decoration differences between numbers are subtle and so not recognised and recorded 
when first observed. Where possible these will be re-checked against the source material. 

 

• The item’s decoration has been changed (either ‘enhanced’ or lustre/gilding has been lost) after the item was 
made. Perhaps gilding has been added to make it match and therefore make up a set. Perhaps ‘collectors value’ 
has been added because the colour way is unusual. The author has a lidded shell bowl in an elaborate 2 tone 
brown and cob with ‘2’ which is not consistent with other Shell plainer cob only examples also with ‘2’! 

 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
 

Belleek, unlike other major manufacturers, does not keep its numbers unique to a pattern shape.  Belleek numbers painted 
onto pieces are also relatively rare (because most Belleek is plain). 
 

The number defines the applied decoration for the pattern type. It is therefore a decoration number and supports the 
proposals made by both Neville Maguire and Tony Fox. The numbering system was started sometime in the 1st Black 
period, was gradually used less and dropped sometime in the 2nd Green period. Numbers are mainly applied to items that 
could be considered part of a ‘set’, probably useful to ensure the set matched. This is also supported by descriptions in the 
1904 catalogue, against prices for Grass, Lace and Thorn is given a number (and sometimes a brief description of the 
decoration colour), obviously the decoration 
affected the price. The 1937 catalogue has 
illustrations of patterns with various decoration 
ways against which there are ‘D’ numbers which 
correspond to the painted numbers (although I 
have found errors in these catalogue 
descriptions!). I have not had the opportunity to 
study the old Armstrong Belleek photograph 
album, but I suspect that this will show numbers 
against some of the items in photographs. 
 

These numbers must have been recorded in a log 
somewhere at Belleek because they are consistent. 
Degenhardt states:  “...no doubt records were 
kept…founders of the pottery…were sticklers for 
detail”.   
 
A monogram and/or crest on an item does not 
affect the number allocated, the number always 
reflects the underlying decoration way. 
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Distinction should be made between a decoration 
way and a special individually painted item such 
as found on the Sheerin views of Ireland service or 
pieces with Johnston or Allingham sisters flower 
studies. These ‘tour de force’ scenic or study 
paintings are more than a decoration way and 
show individuality, they do not have numbers. The 
Allingham’s and Johnston’s painted outside the 
factory on blanks (although they still could have 
been commissioned via Belleek). 
 

BEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWARE    
 
Suspect any item that has the wrong number 
for the recorded pattern type and decoration 
way. I have seen quite a few examples of 
married cups and saucers where the 
numbers are different, initially the 
decoration way may look exceedingly 
similar, but on close inspection there has 
always been a subtle difference. 
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Values Values Values Values –––– 2003 BCIS Convention Auction Results 2003 BCIS Convention Auction Results 2003 BCIS Convention Auction Results 2003 BCIS Convention Auction Results    
 

Session 1, Auction for the Convention Fund. 
 

Item                                       Donated by                                Realised 
 
Pointsettia Vase,             North Jersey                    $65 
2001 Convention Plate    Trillium                        $85 
Rossmore Vase                   New England                  $85 
Large Egg (1972)               Sacramento Bay               $180 
Shamrock Trio (II)            Sunshine                       $160 
Painted leprechaun            Orange County                $250 
Undine Creamer               Dogwood                     $70 
l/s Belleek Pot                    Degenhardt                   $85 
l/s Pig                              UK                            $90 
Memorial Vase                Northern Ireland           $575 
Hexagon Slop Bowl        Evergreen                     $375 
Yeates Plate                     Keystone                     $85 
2001 Flowers Basket        San Diego                       $185 
Guide to Belleek Ornaments     Tom Eyre                  $45 
Trellis Pitcher                            Trillium                      $85 
Tree of Life Vase                      Cardinal                      $45 
Scroll Vase                                 Magnolia                     $45 
1985 Christmas Plate            Windy City                    $45 
Wine Coaster                          Queen City                    $35 
s/s Heart Dish                         Greater Dallas              $35 
Elephant                                   Columbia                      $145 
Painted Convention Plate 1 of 2                                                    $300 
 

Session 2.  Degenhardt Memorial Fund. 
 

Coloured Lily Basket, bought that afternoon by an attending 
member and spontaneously donated.      $825 
One of a kind handpainted vase donated by the Pottery         $1500 
Membership plaque                                                      $55 
Rathmore Vase                                                              $110 
1984 Christmas Plate                                                   $55 
BCIS woven flags plate                                                 $575 
1st ed. Degenhardt book, signed                                  $175 
Tom Eyre’s guide to Belleek ornaments.                    $75 
2nd ed Degenhardt book, Dick’s personal copy with provenance  $350 

Print no. 5 of painting by Phyllis Bagnall                   $200   Phyllis Bagnall’s PaintingPhyllis Bagnall’s PaintingPhyllis Bagnall’s PaintingPhyllis Bagnall’s Painting 
 

Values Values Values Values –––– Exceptional Items seen on Ebay Exceptional Items seen on Ebay Exceptional Items seen on Ebay Exceptional Items seen on Ebay    
Text and Pictures from actual Ebay Auctions… 

“Your chance of a life time to own an extremely rare 19 century Belleek 2nd Period 
Dragon Spill Vase (D1207)” 

“Until now, there were only two known examples: one in the Ulster Museum's collection in Northern Ireland!  
And a second one which passed into a private collection when it was sold on ebay two years ago.  The Dragon 
Spill Vase is 7 1/2 inches tall and 3 3/4 inches wide at the base.  The bottom is marked with a 2nd Period Belleek 
black mark - an Irish harp to the right and an Irish Wolf Hound to the left. Beneath is a ribbon with the name 
Belleek and some shamrock ornamentation and the second ribbon with Co. Fermanagh, Ireland.  The piece is in 
excellent condition with no damage or restoration.” 

Price Realised: $8,500 
 
 

“Unrecorded Celtic Cream Jug” 
 
“Here is a nice unrecorded Irish belleek cream jug 
which I have not seen before, nor can I get any record 
of it in any Belleek book. The jug is 2nd period and is 
in very good condition with no damage/chips or 
repairs. Size 4.5" from handle to spout and little over 
2" high.” 

 
Sold for £290 
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“I am pleased to offer a Belleek United States Bicentennial Plate, 
Flowered, D1695. It is one of the rarest and most prestigious pieces of Belleek crafted in recent 
times. In his second book, Degenhardt has the following description, "The official state flower of 
the United States' 13 original colonies, each blossom tediously handcrafted and painted in the 
same fashion as the floral adornment on Belleek basketware, surround an unfurled early version 
of the Stars and Stripes. The names of the colonies are lettered in gold on engraved Parian pads 
that are applied above the floral sprays. Lettered on pads in silver, the wording "Declaration of 
Independence" arches above the flag and "1776 Bicentenary 1976" below the flag.” All of this is 
on a 3-strand handwoven plate. The plate is enclosed by a plaited rim. This plaiting was done in 
the old 3-strand style. It was the first example of 3-strand rod plaiting produced by the pottery in 
over 50 years." The plate is approximately 10" wide and is in perfect condition. Less than 30 of 
these exquisite plates were made. This probably includes a few prototypes which never left the 
factory. For many years, it has been believed that there are only 18 actually in existence. This, 
then, is a piece for the serious Belleek collector.” 
 

Did not sell at $3250.50 
 
 
 

 

First Period Minstral Centrepiece 
 
“…here is the rarest of the rare we believe never before being seen, or sold any where in the last 75 years of Sothebys 
knowledge or the top auctions knowledge,the famous Belleek museum in the wonderful country of ireland, is looking 
for this rare model, they do not have this one, and we were told if they had plenty of time, for funds allocation, they 
might consider this one ??? that has been told to us, by several top Belleek people in the world. we are selling this 
rare Belleek minstral center piece, black mark first one ,about 1857-1870,with bitterns & cherbs with guns and 
fishing equeptment, and a array of sportman’s animals, and cherbs… we have the exact same one, that is used for the 
model in the 1904 catalog as this one we are selling now, that is in the 1904 catolog that you see in the belleek book 
was never made again, and was made once for the maharajas wedding, as a gift. highlighted in the Belleek book and 
we belive we have that exact same one, that is in the 1904 catolog, as no others but ours has ever surfaced., we were 
told when we got it that it was a special made sportsman center piece, for the maharajas wedding, as a gift for them 
.and that there was, this only one, has ever been made, ever.  We belive you are looking at that same one in the 1904 
catolog.” 

 
Sold for $14,100 

 
Footnote:  I was told by the seller that he accidentally destroyed this item – it fell 
down a flight of concrete steps!  A very sad loss indeed. 

 

First Period Institute Pattern Steak Dish 

“This lot consists of one of the most beautiful and rarest pieces of fine Irish Belleek 
porcelain I have had the pleasure to own.  In my collection for over 20 years, I have 
never seen another like it.  This piece carries Belleek's first Black Mark or 1st BM, 
indicating its manufacture between 1863-1891.  The piece further carries an English 
Registry mark, indicating the date of its patent as February 6, 1871.  Both the inner 
surface of the cover and the bottom of the piece have the registry mark, the first 
impressed into the porcelain, the second stamped onto the bottom along with an 
early variant of Belleek's first mark.  In the highly collectible Neptune pattern, this 
covered chop dish consists of 3 separate pieces.  The wonderfully detailed cover 
features the ribbed, banded, and beaded Neptune pattern traits along with a 
beautiful pink twisted rope and coral handle finial.  The top is in mint condition and 
measures just over 12 inches long, 8.25 inches wide, and 3.5 inches tall. It sets 
securely into the depression of the middle section.  The middle section is a lift out 
meat or chop tray with a juice collecting system and well.  With pink shell design 
handles for easy lifting, and an edge pattern matching the top and bottom, this 
beautiful tray carries its own mark, a pink dolphin or porpoise and the letters JEP.  
No one has ever been able to tell me what this mark means.  The tray is also in mint condition, and measures 14.75 inches long and 9 inches wide.  The bottom section 
continues the Neptune pattern with white coral branches on either end, and the beautiful nearly opalescent white glaze.  Also in mint condition, this piece proudly 
displays the early first BM mark and the English registry mark.  As if this were not enough, impressed into the rim of the foot is Belleek Co. Fermanagh. What an 
impressive set of credentials! This section measures 14.5 inches long, 8.5 inches across, and stands 1.75 inches tall.  When put together, this wonderful serving dish 
makes a grand impression, and is an almost impossible piece to find all together,in perfect condition, and marked enough to impress any skeptic.  This could be the 
highlight of any Belleek porcelain collection.   

…One last tidbit of information, and I promise not to add further revisions to this item's description! In the Belleek reference guides I have, the pattern is not identified 
as Institution, but as Institute. The designs, molds, and artwork vary from piece to piece, making this pattern very hard to identify. The 3 piece steak dish is listed by the 
above Degenhardt number, and is identified as "A", meaning the rarest piece. Thanks to all for putting up with these revisions. I want you all to have the same 

knowledge others have been kind enough to share with me.”       Sold for $2,650 
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Ebay Scams Ebay Scams Ebay Scams Ebay Scams –––– Watch Out! Watch Out! Watch Out! Watch Out!    
For those of you who are active on eBay, here are some practices that you should be aware of…. as they say on 
“Crimewatch”, these things happen very infrequently, as most people on eBay are scrupulously honest.  It is however 
better to be aware of this more dubious side – forewarned is forearmed! 
 

Shilling:Shilling:Shilling:Shilling: a simple scam where a seller bids on his own items to make the price go higher.  Clearly the seller can get an associate to do his dirty 

work or do it himself under a second eBay name –watch out for bids from people with little or no feedback. 
 

Bid Shielding:Bid Shielding:Bid Shielding:Bid Shielding: a slightly more complicated scam where a buyer first puts in an early lowish bid, but makes sure he is the highest bidder.  He 

then puts in a very high bid under another eBay name (or gets an associate to do this) so he is guaranteed to be the highest bidder, this discourages 
and prevents other bidders from bidding on the item.  Finally, at the last minute the person placing the very high bid, withdraws it, claiming he made 
a mistake (such as putting on an extra zero to the amount bid – accidentally of course!) – this is in itself completely “legal” under eBay’s rules.  This 
leaves the next highest bid as the winning bid, so the scheming buyer gets the item at a low price. 
 

False Offering:False Offering:False Offering:False Offering: during the course of an auction, a scam artist sends an email to bidders on a genuine item, saying that he has exactly the 

same item that he will sell to the bidder at a reasonable price (usually citing some made-up reason why).  The person making the offer appears to be a 
bone-fide eBay member and he invites you to look at his feedback as evidence of his good faith – the feedback is scanty but fine.  The key to this is 
that the item is exactly the same as the item being sold in every detail, so he doesn’t need to supply any pictures of his item.  Furthermore, the offerer 
needs the money quickly (he’s offering you a bargain after all) and he wants cash, immediately.  If you fall for this one, and send the money, you 
will never see your money again and of course never receive the item offered!  The eBay name he uses may well have been set up for the purposes of 
doing this scam.  Clearly eBay will remove the offending member as soon as they get word of this sort of thing, but by then, the damage may well 
have been done! 
 

“Sorry, it’s broken”:“Sorry, it’s broken”:“Sorry, it’s broken”:“Sorry, it’s broken”: this is another quite straightforward scam.  A seller puts his item on eBay, usually without a reserve and waits to see 

what happens.  When the item finishes, the successful bidder emails to arrange to pay for the item… he is met with the reply: “I’m terribly sorry, the 
item’s broken, I dropped it/ knocked it over…”.  The reason for this is that the item didn’t make the price the seller wanted and so he now needs an 
excuse not to sell it to the buyer.  The beauty of this excuse is that the buyer can’t disprove what the seller says (he just might be telling the truth) and 
so a negative feedback battle is futile.  By doing this the unscrupulous seller avoids paying the charges that eBay would make for him putting on a 
reserve and can try the item again in another sort of sale (probably not on eBay again as by now suspicions would have been aroused!).  Of course, if 
the seller makes what he considers enough money for the item, he sells it without a murmur… 
 

Mysterious withdrawals:Mysterious withdrawals:Mysterious withdrawals:Mysterious withdrawals: here, an item is offered for sale on eBay in a bone fide way but then one of two things happen: (1) a bidder 

emails with a good offer for the item as long as the seller ends the auction (this is against eBay rules) and the seller accepts the offer, so he withdraws 
the item and avoids the eBay charges. (2) the item is sold to someone else (not using eBay) during the course of the sale so it has to be withdrawn.  
In my opinion, these are not legitimate reasons for withdrawing an item and so amount to a scam.  Once an eBay sale starts, the seller should go 
through with it unless a legitimate reason for withdrawing arises (he might really break the item!).  
 

Non existent items:Non existent items:Non existent items:Non existent items: here, a seller lists an item which he doesn’t actually have – he might have simply stolen the description and pictures 

form another (valid) listing or obtained details of an item from somewhere else or simply made up the information.  The seller offers the item as a 
tempting low-priced “buy it now” or else without reserve.  The item is duly purchased and a payment sent by Paypal (or similar).  The seller does not 
actually have the item, so once he receives the money, he pockets it and then either just does nothing (makes no response), leaving the frustrated 
buyer to leave negative feedback and complain to eBay having lost his money, or the unscrupulous seller emails back to say the item must be lost in 
the post and leaves the buyer with a fruitless wild goose chase trying to trace the lost item! 
  

Spoofing or Phishing:Spoofing or Phishing:Spoofing or Phishing:Spoofing or Phishing: the sending of an email claiming to be from eBay or Paypal asking you to reconfirm your details (eBay 

name/password or credit card or bank information or a whole lot of other things).  It looks genuine, the logos are correct, even the sender appears 
bone-fide and the link they ask you to click on looks OK.  Furthermore, it may be accompanied with a threat:  “If you don’t reconfirm these details, 
your ability to bid on eBay will be restricted…” (or suchlike). 
 

If you click on the link, you are already in jeopardy:  it may automatically run a program that puts a virus on your PC (although most Virus Checkers 
will guard against this).  If you carry on and give your details, you will be open to “Identity Theft”  – giving someone else your details so they can 
pose as you for some other scam – or the Spoofer will have your financial details to enable him to steal directly from your credit card/bank account!  
Never do this.  A valuable hint is NEVER to enter personal details of any kind unless the URL (the name of the page you are on) starts with https:// 
(instead of the normal http://) - this signifies that the site is secure and cannot be eavesdropped on by the unscrupulous.  Some reputable sites which 
ask for personal details are not secure!  Watch out for that https://!  If you are unfortunate enough to fall prey to this, you should contact eBay/Paypal 
at once and forward the email to them at spoof@ebay.com and then immediately change your eBay name and password and get your bank to cancel 
and re-issue your credit card (obviously taking the appropriate action depending on the information which may have been revealed). 
 

Email Spoofing:Email Spoofing:Email Spoofing:Email Spoofing: As a footnote to this and completely unconnected with eBay is another type of email spoofing.  This was reported to me by 

Gina.  In this case, you receive an email from a friend of yours, containing an attachment.  You naturally open the attachment – then, disaster – a 
virus strikes and in the worst case, your computer is completely disabled.  So what happenned?  In fact, the supposed sender knew nothing about the 
email, it came from a third PC which was infected by a virus… this virus simply looks in the PC’s email address book and sends messages (with 
virus attached) to people in the address book, entering names from the same address book in the “from” address.  The ONLY  defence against this 
very dangerous virus is effective up-to-date virus checking software to check each email as it comes in. 

                                                ---- Chris Marvell Chris Marvell Chris Marvell Chris Marvell    

mailto:spoof@ebay.com
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Genuine or not?Genuine or not?Genuine or not?Genuine or not? 

This is in response to an article in “The Belleek Collector” Volume 14 numbers 2 & 3, 2003.  A piece entitled “Buyer Beware!”. 
 

On page 6 of volume 14 number 2 is a 
photograph of a Celtic Spill, A Degenhardt 
No.D1193 which has a small first period 
stamp on the base with the word IRELAND 
underneath.  The article contains the 
statement, quote ‘All of our experts agree 
that this stamp is not genuine; one feels that 
it may have been hand drawn because the 
tower looks very different from early marks 
and certainly they all agree that the word 
IRELAND would never have appeared under 
a First period mark’ unquote. There are 
several members of the UK Belleek 
Collectors’ Group who are aware of this 
particular mark hence the response to the 
original article in volume 14 number 3 issue, 
page 7 refers. The comment made by Fergus 
Cleary, Belleek Head of Design, quote ‘the 
jury is still out on this’ unquote should be 
supported since it leaves the door open for a 
possible explanation and authentication of 
this particular fascinating aspect of the 
Belleek Pottery history. 

 
The intention is to publish in the next issue of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group Newsletter evidence to support the proposition that 
this particular mark, although rare, is in fact genuine. 
 
It would be appreciated that any UK Collectors, who have not been approached already, who have items carrying this mark contact 

the Newsletter publisher, Chris Marvell (contact details at the start of the Newsletter).   Thank you,             Tony Fox             Tony Fox             Tony Fox             Tony Fox    
    

Belleek Lustre Belleek Lustre Belleek Lustre Belleek Lustre –––– a Project a Project a Project a Project    
Your Newsletter Compiler, Chris, has yet another Belleek Project.  This involves the 
beautiful blue/green/purple lustre that you often see on older decorated pieces of 
Belleek, both teaware and ornamental ware.  The problem and puzzle is that this 
lustre appears to disappear over the years, it fades, changes colour and finally seems 
to vanish (see comments on lustre in Bev Marvell’s article in this issue).  The 
questions are therefore threefold: firstly, does the lustre change with time? secondly, 
what are these changes - is there a predictable sequence of colour changes? And 
thirdly, and in the author’s view, most importantly, what causes these changes?  If 
we can find out what causes the deterioration of the lustre, we might be able to take 
steps to prevent it and thus maintain the value of our lustre decorated Belleek pieces. 
 
The project is a scientific experiment to test the hypotheses above and involves 
taking suitable pieces of Belleek and trying to induce and accelerate the changes to 
the lustre…  this will involve effectively destroying at least one valuable piece of 
Belleek (if the experiments work)!  Well, perhaps not so valuable, as I have obtained 
inexpensively (from Ebay) a couple of chipped and cracked first period Grass 
pattern cups and saucers – damaged but with excellent lustre decoration (see 
picture).  The experiments will involve taking the pieces and subjecting each to 
different (extreme) conditions.  The possibly damage causing possibilities that I 
have identified so far are (1) Sunlight (Ultraviolet light, well known for its ability to 
fade items), (2) Continual Washing-up (does cleaning items damage the lustre?) and 
(3) application of weak acids (vinegar and/or lemon juice) as these are reputed to 
damage Belleek Cob lustre.  A fourth piece is our “control” which will be kept in a 
dark, dry place and not washed or disturbed in any way. 
 
I will report back in a later newsletter the results of these experiments.  Any comments or further ideas for destroying Belleek lustre will be 

gratefully received and acted upon if I can manage it!       Chris MarvellChris MarvellChris MarvellChris Marvell 
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Mystery Pieces of Belleek Mystery Pieces of Belleek Mystery Pieces of Belleek Mystery Pieces of Belleek –––– from the 1926 Exhibition from the 1926 Exhibition from the 1926 Exhibition from the 1926 Exhibition    

Belleek Pottery had a pretty impressive, if crowded by today’s standards, display at the 1926 
Exhibition… but there appear to be items which didn’t make it to general production.  Can 
anyone help identify these “mystery” items?  (1) is not a mystery item, just a really nice sign they 
put up saying “ALL THE ARTICLES ARE HANDMADE… and for sale… Reasonable Prices”  
(my italics). 

 
(2) (left) and (3) are figural groups of children (or cherubs?) does anyone know about 
these items? 
 
(4) (far right) seems to be a large (painted) plaque (in the 
cabinet or shelves on the counter) 
 
(5) (right) looks like a strange sort of jardiniere  
 
If anyone can cast light on these items, or any others in the 
picture that are unusual – you may actually posess the item – 
can you get in touch with Chris (contact details at start of 
Newsletter). 

 
It would also be lovely if anyone could identify the people in the 
picture…  I don’t expect this is possible as 1926 is awfully long 
ago now! 
    
    
    
    
    

Next Meeting:  April 17Next Meeting:  April 17Next Meeting:  April 17Next Meeting:  April 17thththth/18/18/18/18thththth Portsmouth a Portsmouth a Portsmouth a Portsmouth and Isle of Wightnd Isle of Wightnd Isle of Wightnd Isle of Wight    


